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ON THE REGULARITY OF WEAK SOLUTIONS TO NONLINEAR ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS 
OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
3. DAN£CEK, Math. Dept., Faculty of Civil Engineering, Technical 
Univ., BarviCova 85, 66237 Brno, Czechoslovakia 
(13.5. 1985, supervisor J. NeCas) 
A regularity of weak solution for nonlinear elliptic system of 
partial differential equations is proved for the case of weak solu-
tion gradient of the system being unbounded and belonging to Campa-
nato's space Sfc ' . Existing nonlinear system whose weak solution 
has its gradient in <£ ,n space is also presented . 
The considered nonlinear elliptic system whose gradient weak 
solution locally belongs to £ ,n space is in the form of 
- -V(a"(x)D\jUs) + gJ(x,u,Du)) + g
r(x,u,Du) = fr(x), 
where r,s = l , . . . , N , i,j = l,...,n, N>1, n £ 3 ^re natural numbers, 
x s. 41 , 41 is bounded, open subset in Rn and u(x)e wJ^(XL,RN) is 
a weak solution of this system . The functions a^s(x), g?(x,u,p), 
gr(x,u,p), fr(x) of the system fulfil certain hypotheses on the 
smooth and growth conditions in the variables (u,p)e R x R . 
The major part of the work is devoted to the proof of a new 
statement describing C , o G -regularity for the nonlinear elliptic 
system in divergent form 
-DiaT(x,u,Du) + a
r(x,u,Du) = -D^JCx) + fr(x), 
where r = 1,...,N, N > 1, x e XI , XI bounded, open subset in Rn and 
1 2 N 
u(x)e W,_ (XL ,R ) is a weak solu t ion . The system is further assum-
ed to fulfil Liouville's condition and the gradient of weak soluti-
on is assumed to belong to Campanato's space iG2,n, 
THE CENTRAL LIMIT PROBLEM FOR STRICTLY STATIONARY SEQUENCES 
0. VOLNtf, Math. Inst, of Charles Univ., Sokolovska 83, 186 00 
Praha 8, Czechoslovakia 
(4.4. 1985, supervisor K. Winkelbauer) 
Let (X.:i c Z ) be a strictly stationary sequence of random 
variables. Then there exists a function f and a bijective, bimea-
surable and measure preserving transformation T on some probabili-
ty space (41*, A,(«*) such that (X.;i e JL ) have the same distribu-
t ions . In this thesis the central limit problem is investigated 
i 2 
for strictly stationary sequences f eT ;i e 2 ) where fe L (<(t ); 
more exactly, there is investigated the weak convergence of proba-
-1 1 m' i 
bility measures /tts" (f) where s(f) = ~ ,SLa foTJ, As a suppor-n n Vn *»* 
ting but relatively independent result, a theory of decompositions 
of (f eT1;! m* X ) into sums of martingale difference sequences is 
developed. 
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A e'-algebra 111 c A such that % c T fli , will be called 
invariant. If A is a linearly ordered set and for each ct e A f Tfl̂  
is an invariant e'-algebra and for oC < (h it is T TYl^ _> TJ/?H^ 
(for each i, j e 2 ), we say that ( fll^ ; oC e A ) is a family of in-
variant eT-algebras. For an invariant 6*-algebra fll , the projec-
tion operator onto L^T" 1" 1^ ,<tt)e L2(T"l1ttl^) will be called 
2 
a difference projection (generated by 771 in L ((&)) and denoted 
by ?i. Given a family of invariant tf'-algebras( Kft^ ; «& e A ) we 
thus obtain a family of difference projections (p .P. .joCcA. 
i e 2 ) where P M is the projection onto L ( DA D_, T 7#_ ,<tt) -co K J «c*A 4,6 2 * * 
and P . are generated by TJfi^ . If f&L (p,) and there exists a 
family of difference projections such that f = Z1A .__._, ?. 4f mod(U., 
«<-»/J -v c _ c oC ,-» 
we shall say that f is difference decomposable. Note that for a dif-
2 i *» 
ference projection operator P and fe L ((tt), (Pf)o T , i E Z is a 
a martingale difference sequence. 
Let CP denote the Pinsker e'-a lgebra . If f e L2( (P,(*,), we 
shall say that f is absolutely undecomposable. 
Theorem 1. Let <£ c ̂  be an invariant ff-algebra and IP = 
( f ^ i O c e A ) be a family of invariant e'-algebras. IP'*- (771̂  v <£ ; 
06 - Ji ) is then also a family of invariant ^-algebras. Let 
(p ,*>p,v \ ; ** * A , i « 2 ) and (P' ,P * . ; *c & A ,i 6 J? ) be the fami-
lies of difference projections generated by IP , V• 
If f 6 L2(/u) and f = Z, ;E _ P - i f + P ^ f mod <u, , then P f = * oC eA CeZ <<,1 -/x> r* ' -ao 
= P ^ f mod (U. and for each ooeA, i e 2t , it is P .f - P' .f mod<o.. 
Theorem 2 . The set of all difference decomposable functions 
from L ((tO coincides with the Hilbert space L (<a)© L (iP,^). 
For each difference decomposable function f€ L (<to) there exists 
an in variant e'-algebra fd such that f = ._£-, P.f mod /u- (where 
P. are generated by ftl ). 
Let 3 be the 0 -algebra of invariant sets from Jl (i.e. A_ 
«. 3 iff A = TA). Let us suppose that A has an at most countab-
le generator and that there exist probability measures m^ , o> 6 Jl 
such that for A c A , <*> I—> ma)(A) is a version of the coi .A t iona l 
probability <a(A 0 ). For almost all <*> e ilT̂ u.!, m^ are ergodic 
measures and the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 3. Let W, cJfc be an invariant 6*-algebra and P., ?f 
_________ 2_ I ^ 
i e 2 , be the difference projections generated by 71% in L*(<«0, 
L (m̂ j ), CJ e. SL . Given f e L2(<tt), for almost all o c r.1^3 , we 
have P*?f = PAf mod m^ . 
Let % denote the set of all functions fel (̂ , ^uch that 
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there exists a family ( P ^ ,P^ j. ; oc € A ,i 6 Z ) and a natural num-
ber k such that f = ̂ 2 " 2 ^ P, .f mod A*. . If 
<€A **o oc,i ĉ  
inf lim sup lsri(f-g)ll0 = 0, we shall say that f is finitely approx-
%eZ m--*oo n I ' -—tit-
imable. 
o 
Theorem 4. If feL (<a) is a finitely approximable function, 
2 2 1 there exists a limit t\ = lim E(s*(f) 3 ) in L (/a) and the mea-
, * 'rv->co n " ' 
sures /U»s" (f) weakly converge to a distribution with the charac-
1 2 2 teristic function <p:ti~> E exp (- 4 v t ). 
2 1 -1 
If ij > 0 a.s., then (U. (- s (f)) weakly converge to the standard 
normal d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
Theorem 5 . In the Hilbert space of difference decomposable 
functions, there exists a dense set of functions f such that 
/its" (f) converge to some probability measure and provided there 
exists a nonzero difference decomposable function, the set of dif-
ference decomposable functions f such that the sequence (U»s~ (f), 
n=l,2,,.. has at least two different limit points, is dense (in 
the space of difference decomposable functions). 
In deriving these results, several facts from ergodic theory 
(namely from entropic ergodic theory) and from martingale limit 
theory were used. I consider this thesis to be a continuation of 
the research made by M.I. Gordin, C.C. Heyde, G.K. Eagleson (pre-
ceded by the limit theorem of P. Billingsley and I.A. Ibragimov) 
and others. Several counterexamples to the CLP for strictly sta-
tionary processes (different from that one in Theorem 5) are given 
by R.C. Bradley. 
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